Abstract. We consider n mobile sensors located on a line containing a barrier represented by a finite line segment. Sensors form a wireless sensor network and are able to move within the line. An intruder traversing the barrier can be detected only when it is within the sensing range of at least one sensor. The sensor network establishes barrier coverage of the segment if no intruder can penetrate the barrier from any direction in the plane without being detected. Starting from arbitrary initial positions of sensors on the line we are interested in finding final positions of sensors that establish barrier coverage and minimize the maximum distance traversed by any sensor. We distinguish several variants of the problem, based on (a) whether or not the sensors have identical ranges, (b) whether or not complete coverage is possible and (c) in the case when complete coverage is impossible, whether or not the maximal coverage is required to be contiguous. For the case of n sensors with identical range, when complete coverage is impossible, we give linear time optimal algorithms that achieve maximal coverage, both for the contiguous and non-contiguous case. When complete coverage is possible, we give an O(n 2 ) algorithm for an optimal solution, a linear time approximation scheme with approximation factor 2, and a (1 + ) PTAS. When the sensors have unequal ranges we show that a variation of the problem is NP-complete and identify some instances which can be solved with our algorithms for sensors with unequal ranges.
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Introduction
Barrier coverage of a region with wireless sensors is an important application area of sensor networks. Barrier coverage is used to detect intruders attempting to penetrate a protected region. Unlike a complete coverage of a region, it does not necessarily protect the interior points of the region, but rather only its perimeter by detecting intruders that either enter or exit the region. In this respect, therefore, barrier coverage can protect a region with much lower cost in comparison to a complete coverage.
In a general setting of the problem we have a predefined geometric planar region with a well defined boundary and a set of sensors forming a wireless sensor network. The sensors are mobile and they can move with constant and identical speeds in any direction in the plane. Each sensor located at x has a pre-set (determined by the manufacturer) sensing range r x such that any other point p in the plane is within the range of the sensor if and only if its Euclidean distance d(p, x) from x is at most r x (in the sequel we abbreviate sensing range by range). The sensors are initially placed in the plane in arbitrary locations either interior or exterior to the region. Starting from these arbitrary initial positions we are interested in calculating final positions of the sensors where they achieve a barrier coverage of the region, i.e., no part of the boundary is outside of the range of all the sensors, and which minimize the maximum distance traveled by any sensor.
The above optimization problem (referred to as MinMax in this paper) arises in a natural way in situations when, due to hostile environment, the sensors cannot be placed initially so that they cover the boundary of the region, but each sensor can be instructed to move into a position in which a barrier coverage of the region is achieved. Since the energy required by a sensor to reach its final positions in the boundary is directly proportional to the distance traveled, minimizing the maximum distance traveled by any sensor minimizes the energy spent by any sensor for reaching its final position. Typically each sensor is battery powered, and thus minimizing the energy spent on moving maximizes the energy available for the subsequent barrier surveillance by the sensor network.
In this paper we restrict our study to the a one dimensional version of the barrier coverage problem. More specifically, a barrier is represented by a finite segment of a line (delimited by its two endpoints), the initial positions of the sensors are arbitrary points on the line, and we consider the problem of optimizing sensor movements within a line, while at the same time achieving a coverage of the barrier. We assume that the intruder moves in a two dimensional plane. Thus an intruder may traverse the given barrier from any direction in the plane. As before an intruder can be detected only if it is within the range of at least one sensor of the wireless sensor network and the sensor network establishes barrier coverage if no intruder can penetrate the given line segment in any direction without being detected. Although we consider a simplified version of the general barrier problem, it will become apparent in the sequel that it still contains challenging algorithmic questions and interesting solutions that illustrate the complexity of intrusion detection in this setting.
Notation and Optimization problems
We now give several preliminary concepts and define more precisely several variants of the barrier coverage problem.
A barrier is, without loss of generality, a closed interval I = [0, L] on the real line with pre-defined endpoints 0 and L > 0. Consider a set of n points x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ . . . ≤ x n on the real line where x i represents the initial position of sensor S i . Let the range of the i-th sensor be denoted by r i . Then sensor S i initially covers the closed interval I(S i , x i ) = [x i − r i , x i + r i ] of length 2r i , called the covering interval of S i . It is the set of points of the line (not necessarily in [0, L]) which are within the range of the sensor.
We call a gap a sub-interval of I none of whose points is within range of any sensor and which cannot be enlarged any further without containing a point within the range of a sensor. Since the ranges of sensors are assumed to be closed intervals, a gap is an open subinterval of [0, L], except when one of the endpoints of the gap is either 0 or L.
The sum of the lengths of all covering intervals is equal to n i=1 2r i and is denoted by R. Observe that the barrier coverage problem is feasible if and only if R ≥ L, i.e., the sum of the lengths of the covering intervals is at least as large as the length of the interval [0, L].
We investigate how to move the sensors so as to minimize the maximum among the distances traversed by the respective sensors. More formally, if the i-th sensor S i moves by a distance m i (a movement to the left will be denoted by m i ≤ 0 and movement to the right by m i ≥ 0) from its original position x i , the new position will be x i + m i and the new covering interval will be I(S i , x i + m i ).
Notice that x i is not assumed to be in the interval [0, L] .
If the problem is feasible, i.e., R ≥ L then we are interested in studying the following optimization problem.
MinMax optimization problem for R ≥ L:
When R < L and thus complete coverage of [0, L] is not feasible, we are interested in a best effort solution, i.e., an arrangement of sensors that attains the largest possible coverage while at the same time minimizing the maximum movement of sensors. In particular, we consider two variants of the optimization problem previously defined. We call contiguous an arrangement of sensors that attains the largest possible coverage as a contiguous sub-interval of [0, L], and non-contiguous an arrangement of sensors that attains the largest possible coverage as a collection of possibly disjoint sub-intervals, while at the same time minimizing the maximum movements of the sensors.
Non-contiguous MinMax optimization problem for R < L:
Contiguous MinMax optimization problem for R < L:
We say that a solution of the MinMax problem is order preserving if the final positions of the sensors preserve the original ordering of the sensors, in other words, if two sensors on their way to an optimal location never need to cross paths. The existence of order preserving solutions will be useful in finding efficient algorithms for the Min-Max optimization problems for sensors with identical ranges and also for some more general instances of sensors with nonidentical ranges specified below.
Lemma 1 (Order Preservation). Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be sensors with ranges r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n in initial positions x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ · · · ≤ x n . If there are no two sensors S i and S j , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n such that x j − r j < x i + r i and x j + r j > x i + r i then there is an order-preserving optimal solution of any of the three versions of the MinMax optimization problem.
Proof. (Outline) Consider a solution of a MinMax problem in which two consecutive sensors are out of order, i.e., there are sensors S i and S j , i < j and the final position of sensor S j precedes the final position of S i . It can be easily seen that we can reverse the order of these two sensors so that they cover the same area, or same size area in case R < L, without increasing the value of the maximal move in the solution. Thus by a sequence of switches we can obtain an optimal solution that preserves the original order of sensors.
It is easy to see that an order preserving solution does not need to exist when the conditions of Lemma 1 are not satisfied. The hypothesis of Lemma 1 is clearly satisfied when the covering intervals of the sensors form a proper interval graph, i.e., an interval graph that has an intersection model in which no interval properly contains another (see [6] ), and obviously in the case of sensors with identical ranges. We also note that the special case of the order preservation lemma for sensors with identical ranges was already stated in [2] .
Related work
In the area of sensor networks, several recent papers considered the problem of deployment of mobile sensors for coverage of a region, see for example [10] , [11] , and [12] . Unlike the problem considered in this paper, they aim to provide coverage of the inside of a two-dimensional region, and they do not consider the optimization problems stated above. The problem studied in our paper addresses the problem of ensuring efficient border surveillance of a region and intruder detection using a wireless sensor system without covering the inside of the region.
In [9] efficient algorithms are proposed to determine, after sensor deployment, whether a region is barrier covered. It also establishes optimal deployment patterns to achieve barrier coverage when deploying sensors deterministically. In addition, they consider barrier coverage with high probability when sensors are deployed randomly. The problem of local barrier coverage is introduced in [4] . It shows that it is possible for individual sensors to locally determine the existence of local barrier coverage, even when the region of deployment is arbitrarily curved. Techniques for deriving density estimates for achieving barrier coverage and connectivity in thin strips are studied in [1] , where sensors are deployed as a barrier to detect moving objects. In all these instances the problem studied concerns static optimal sensor deployment patterns and there is no concept of movement of the sensors.
Related to our study is the Earth Movers Problem (or EMP) (see [5] , [3] , [8] ). In an ESP problem we have a set of suppliers A which are to move earth to the set B of receivers (or holes). The Earth Movers Distance (EMD) of A to B measures the minimum amount of work needed to fill the holes with earth and the aforementioned papers look at optimizations for specific types of motions of the point sets. Results of these papers are not applicable to the optimal movement barrier coverage problem considered in our paper and, despite some similarities, EMP differs from our problem since in barrier coverage there are no fixed destinations, and global coverage should be accomplished with minimizing the maximal distance to final positions.
The most directly related research is the work in [2] where a simpler problem was introduced and studied. Their optimization problem is similar but it differs from our model in that they do not specify the sensor ranges to be employed; unlike in our paper they seek algorithms to move the sensors to equidistant locations on the barrier so as to optimize the efficiency of the barrier coverage regardless of the initial coverage of the sensors. This is generally simpler to accomplish than the problem proposed here. In our work the algorithm is sensitive to the predefined sensor ranges (which are given as input to the problem) thus accomplishing the same barrier coverage task with less movement than may be necessary in [2] .
Results and outline of the paper
In this paper we give several efficient algorithms to solve the MinMax optimization problems stated above. We distinguish several interesting variants of the barrier coverage problem, based on (a) whether or not the sensors have identical ranges, (b) whether or not complete coverage is possible and (c) in the case when complete coverage is impossible, whether or not the maximal coverage is required to be contiguous.
All our algorithms are centralized: they are given initial positions of sensors and they calculate optimized final positions. Table 1 summarizes results of the paper for the case of sensors with identical range, say r. In the table n is the number of sensors, R = 2nr is the sum of lengths of covering intervals of all the sensors, and L the length of the barrier to be covered by the sensors. Clearly, the case of sensors with identical range would be very common in practice, since in many sensor networks all sensors are made by the same manufacturer.
"" n.a. Table 1 . Results for the MinMax problem assuming the n sensors have identical ranges. L is the length of the barrier and R the sum of length of covering intervals, and C, g are both linear functions of the initial sensor positions and the length of the line segment to be covered.
When the sensors have unequal ranges, it is an open problem whether or not the MinMax optimization problem is NP-complete in general. However a variation of the MinMax problem whereby one of the sensors is assigned a fixed position is shown to be NP-complete. We also identify some instances of sensors that have unequal ranges which can be solved with our algorithms for sensors with equal ranges.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 deal with sensors having identical ranges. Section 2 and 3 provide algorithms for the contiguous coverage, Section 5 for non-contiguous coverage and Section 4 approximation algorithms. Section 6 presents two results for sensors with unequal ranges. First, if the sensor coverage intervals satisfy the condition of Lemma 1 then the algorithmic solutions to the MinMax problems previously stated are still valid. Second, we show that a variation of the MinMax problem is NP-complete. The paper concludes with several proposals for extensions as well as related open problems. Due to the page limit some proofs are abridged or omitted.
Contiguous MinMax optimization problem for R < L
To solve the contiguous MinMax optimization problem for R < L, we proceed as follows: we first solve the problem of covering an interval of size R on the infinite line while minimizing the maximal movement of any sensor, and then we show how to modify our solution so that the interval covered is a subinterval of [0, L].
Lemma 2. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be n sensors with identical range r located on a line in initial positions x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ . . . ≤ x n . There is an O(n) time algorithm that calculates the movements of sensors on the line so that the sensors cover a segment of the line of size 2rn and the maximal movement of any sensor is minimized.
When sensors are in the positions determined by the algorithm of the previous theorem they give a maximal contiguous coverage of a segment of the line with a minimized maximal shift, but they do not necessarily cover the segment [0, L]. However, when R < L we can easily modify the solution above to achieve a maximal contiguous coverage of [0, L]. Theorem 1. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be n sensors with identical range r located on a line in initial positions x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x n and R < L. There is an O(n) time algorithm that solves the MinMax optimization problem of covering a line segment of size R of [0, L] so that the maximal value of the shift of any sensor is minimized.
MinMax optimization problem for R ≥ L
Since the solution to the MinMax problem for R = L consists simply of moving S i to position (2i − 1)r, we discuss below only the case R > L. We begin with a lemma that provides sufficient conditions for optimality. We say that a set of sensors S i , S i+1 , . . . , S j with j ≥ i are in attached position if any two consecutive sensors in the sequence are exactly 2r distance apart. We now give an optimal algorithm to solve the MinMax problem. The key idea is to cover the gaps one by one from left to right, while balancing the cost of covering it from the left versus covering it from the right as much as possible.
Min-max Algorithm
Input: L, n, and x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x n , the initial positions of sensors S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n with R > L.
Let rmax and lmax be the current maximum right and left shift respectively experienced by any sensor and let x = max(lmax, rmax). Initially rmax = lmax = 0. We specify how to cover gap g i while maintaining as an invariant the disjunction of the conditions (a),(b),(c), or (d) of Lemma 3.
Obviously the invariant (in particular, condition (a)) holds at the start of the algorithm. We only need to consider the situation when there is a gap in the given interval [0, L] that is not covered by any sensor. If the given instance contains a gap starting at 0 and there is no sensor to the left of 0 then this first gap must be covered by shifting to the left sensors of the leftmost group of sensors, (i.e., sensors between this gap and the second gap) in attached position as needed. Then the condition (c) is satisfied at 0 with x equal to the size of the first gap.
Assume one of the conditions (a), (b), or (c) holds just before we cover gap g i . (We will show that condition (d) can be satisfied only after the last gap.) If x = 0 we set inv to be the leftmost sensor. Otherwise, if condition (b) holds then let inv be the rightmost node such that its left shift equals x and such that it is preceded by a node whose left shift equals x, and all intermediate nodes are in attached position. For brevity, we will say that the condition (b) holds at node inv. If condition (c) holds then inv is the rightmost node such that its left shift equals x and all nodes preceding it are in attached position. For brevity, we will say that the condition (c) holds at node inv.
We define lsurplus(g i ) to be the surplus sensor range starting at inv up to the node lnode(g i ) and whose right shift would not increase the right shift of sensors past x. Thus lsurplus(g i ) ≤ x.
Step 1: Move lnode(g i ) to the right by an amount m = min(lsurplus(g i ), b i − a i ). The nodes to the left of lnode(g i ) follow in attached position as needed.
Observe that the left shift of all nodes in this move cannot increase (and may decrease), and the right shift of any node is at most x, and the invariant (condition (b) or (c)) still holds at node inv. If m = b i − a i , we have covered gap g i , and we can move on to the next iteration, that is, to cover gap g i+1 . If instead m < b i − a i , the gap g i is not covered completely, and two possibilities exist. m = x: In this case, the right shift of node lnode(g i ) is equal to x. Thus, if moved further to the right, the value of its right shift will exceed x. m < x: In this case, the right shift of node lnode(g i ) is less than x, but all nodes to the left of it are in attached positions up to a node prev(g i ) whose right shift is equal to x.
Step 2: If lnode(g i ) is the rightmost sensor move lnode(g i ) to the right until its range reaches L. The nodes to the left of lnode(g i ) follow in attached position as needed. Clearly, condition (d) holds after this operation at position L. If lnode(g i ) is not the rightmost sensor, we cover the remainder of gap g i using sensors to the right of the gap g i as much as possible using left shifts up to x. We move rnode(g i ) to the left by an amount m = min(x, b i − (a i + m), with the nodes between rnode(g i ) and lnode(g i+1 ) (or the leftmost sensor if g i is the last gap) following in attached position as needed. Once again, this move preserves the invariant at node inv; no node increases its right shift, and the left shift of nodes does not exceed x. If m = b i − (a i + m), we have covered the gap g i and we can move on to the next iteration, that is, to cover gap g i+1 . Otherwise, m = x and the gap g i is not completely covered. Further, the remainder of this gap cannot be covered from the right or left without increasing the shift of some node to more than the value x.
Step 3: Let y be the midpoint of the gap that remains. We now move lnode(g i ) to m = min(y, 2r(lnode(g i )−r), with nodes to the left of it following in attached position as needed. At the same time, we also move rnode(g i ) to the same position m + 2r, with the nodes between rnode(g i ) and lnode(g i+1 following in attached position as needed.
Clearly, at this point the gap g i is covered completely. If m = y, then observe that lmax = rmax. Indeed in Case 1, the invariant (b) now holds at node rnode(g i ), since rnode(g i ) and lnode(g i ) both now have the maximum value of shift, and trivially all nodes between rnode(g i ) and lnode(g i ) are in attached position. In Case 2, recall that all nodes between prev(g i ) and lnode(g i ) were already in attached position; Step 3 ensures that the maximum right shift and left shift are experienced by prev(g i ) and rnode(g i ) with all nodes in between in attached position. Therefore, condition (b) now holds either at node rnode(g i ) or a node between rnode(g i ) and lnode(g i+1 whose left shift is equal to that of rnode(g i ).
If instead m < y, it means that the sensor nodes to the left of this point do not have sufficient range to cover the interval [0, y]. Indeed, Step 3 results in moving the sensor nodes up to rnode(g i ) in attached position starting at 0, thereby making lmax > rmax but ensuring that invariant (c) holds at node rnode(g i ).
Observe that moving the nodes from the right of the gap g i may result in creating a new gap, one with no nodes to the right of it. However this can only happen once, and only new gap may be introduced in the course of the algorithm.
Since condition d can hold only after the last gap is covered, the preceding arguments show that the invariant is always maintained by the algorithm. 
Approximation Schemes for the MinMax problem for R > L
In this section we present two approximation algorithms. The first is an O(n) (linear time) algorithm which is 2 times optimal and the second a 1 + approximation scheme with running time O n log log(C/g) log(1+ )
, where > 0, g is the length of the largest gap in the original configuration of n sensors on a line segment of length L, and both C, g are linearly dependent on L.
Linear time 2-approximation scheme
Assume the initial positions of the n sensors create m gaps in the interval [0, L] and that for each sensor i we have r ≤ x i ≤ L − r. Since R > L, the entire interval can be covered by the n sensors. We need to find a way to move a subset of sensors so that the entire interval is covered, and the maximum movement over all sensors is minimized. We now show a 2-approximation algorithm for this problem.
Theorem 3. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be sensors of identical range in initial positions
There is a linear time 2-optimal approximation scheme for the MinMax optimization problem.
1 + approximation scheme
Theorem 4. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be sensors of identical range in initial positions
There is a polynomial time approximation scheme which for any > 0 gives an arrangement of sensors such that the maximum movement achieved is (1 + ) of the optimal solution in time O n log log(C/g) log(1 + ) ,
where > 0, and C and g are both linear functions of L and the initial sensor positions.
Proof. Let g be half of the length of the largest gap in the original configuration of n sensors divided by 2 on a line segment of length L. It is clear that the value of the MinMax is bounded from above by C = max{L, |x 1 |, |L − x n |, and from below by g, since a sensor must move at least a distance equal to half the largest gap. Now we specify the two steps used in the algorithm.
Step 1. For a given value of M , where 0 < M ≤ C, check if you can do coverage making movements that do not exceed the value M . Essentially, this involves using the greedy algorithm to move sensors one by one to cover each gap: first move sensors from the left of the gap and if you run out use sensors from the right of the gap. There are two cases. Either it is possible to do coverage using at most M in which case you set M ← M/2 and iterate or else it is not possible to do coverage using at most M in which case you set M ← 2M and iterate.
Step 2. Now we can give the 1+ approximation. Given > 0 do a binary search to test each of the potential values g(1 + ), g(1 + ) 2 , . . . , g(1 + ) k , . . . for M and find the smallest value of k such that g(1+ )
k is sufficient in Step 1 but g(1+ )
is not. Observe that if M is the optimal value then g(1
Moreover, it is easy to see that the resulting approximation factor is 1 + and the running time as desired, which proves the theorem.
Algorithm for the Non-contiguous MinMax problem
As remarked on earlier, this problem only applies for the case R < L. We first show how to solve the MinMax problem on the infinite line. Define le(I) and re(I) to be the left endpoint and right endpoint (respectively) of an interval I on the infinite line. As before I(S i , x i ) = [x 1 − r, x 1 + r] is the covering interval of sensor S i . We assume that the initial sensor positions x i are sorted. The solution to the problem is a set of final positions y i for the sensors. In the noncontiguous case, the sensor ranges corresponding to the final positions coalesce into a set of intervals, rather than a single interval as in the contiguous case. In fact, the final positions can be represented as a set of disjoint intervals
where each L t corresponds to a set of sensors, the length of each L t is a multiple of 2r and Σ k t=1 |L t | = 2nr. As a consequence of the order preservation lemma, the final positions of the sensors can then be derived from the set L quite easily. In particular, to derive the position of sensor S i , let m be such that Theorem 5. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be sensors of identical range in initial positions
There is a linear time algorithm for the non-contiguous MinMax optimization problem.
Unequal Sensor Ranges
In this section we look at the barrier coverage problem for sensors with nonidentical ranges.
Algorithms for sensors with non-identical ranges
The results of the previous sections can be easily generalized to some types of instances of sensors with unequal sensor ranges. The key part of the algorithms in Sections 2, 3 and 5 is the existence of a solution of the MinMax problem in which the sensors preserve the initial order. Notice that in the algorithms for the MinMax problem for R < L and for R > L, we only used the properties of the order preservation lemma in the solution, and, therefore, these algorithms also can be used to solve the MinMax problems for R < L and R > L for any instance of sensors with unequal ranges satisfying the order preservation lemma. The appropriate setting for generalizing these results is for the covering intervals of the sensors to satisfy the condition of Lemma 1. In particular, we mention without proof the following theorem which generalizes the results in Sections 2, 3 and 5.
Theorem 6. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be sensors of ranges r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n in initial positions x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ . . . ≤ x n such that the covering intervals I(S 1 , x 1 ), I(S 2 , x 2 ), . . . , I(S n , x n ) satisfy the condition of Lemma 1. If R < L then the algorithm from Theorem 1 solves the contiguous MinMax optimization problem in time O(n). If R ≥ L then the algorithm from Theorem 2 solves the MinMax optimization problem in time O(n 2 ).
NP completeness
We now prove an NP-completeness result for sensors with non-identical ranges. We show that a variation of the MinMax problem, where one sensor is assigned a predetermined position, is NP-complete (the sensor with predetermined position could correspond to a sink sensor in practical applications).
Theorem 7 (Case R > L). Consider n > 1 sensors S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n having ranges r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n , respectively, and located in initial positions
, Assume further that the final position of sensor S 1 must be equal to a given value z of the segment, and n i=1 2r i > L. The problem of determining for a given k whether there exist final positions of sensors on the line so that the sensors cover the segment [0, L] and the maximum movement of any sensor is at most k is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove it by reducing the Partition problem (see [7] [page 47]) into a problem of covering a line segment with sensors such that one sensor must be in a pre-determined final position and the maximum movement of sensors is bounded by a given value. The Partition problem is defined as follows: given a sequence of integers a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ . . . ≥ a m , determine whether there exists a set of indices J such that i∈J
and consider the barrier coverage problem of segment I = [0, L] where L = 1 + 4C, one sensor S 1 of range 1/2 must be in a predetermined final position equal to L/2, there is one sensor S i+1 of range a i /2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, located initially in the middle of the line segment. Also, there are two additional sensors S m+2 , S m+3 of range (C + a 1 )/2, initially located just outside I so that they cover only points 0 and L of the interval, respectively (see Figure 1 ). Now if there is a set of indices J such that i∈J a i = ( there is a solution to the barrier coverage problem such that for any i ∈ J the sensor S i+1 is moved to the left of the interval covered by S 1 and for any i / ∈ J the sensor S i+1 is moved to the right of the interval covered by S 1 . Thus, this way we can cover regions of size C to the left and right of the covering interval of S 1 with all shifts being at most of size C. The two regions at the left and right end of [0, L] can be covered by S m+2 and S m+3 with shifts being at most C.
If such a partition does not exist, then any distribution of sensors with ranges a 1 /2, a 2 /2, . . . , a n /2 to the left and right of S 1 in the predetermined position covers a region of size less that C on one side of the region covered by S 1 . Therefore, we have to move one of the sensors at one end of the interval more than C to get a solution. It is easy to observe that ranges of sensors S m+2 and S m+3 are large enough to have a solution.
Thus if there is an algorithm that can determine if there are movements of sensors on the line so that one sensor is in a predetermined position, the sensors cover the segment [0, L], and the maximum movement of any sensors is at most C, we can determine whether the partition problem has a solution. Clearly, the transformation from the partition problem to the sensor movement problem is polynomial.
Notice that this result also implies NP-completeness of a generalization of the MinMax problem in which the barrier consists of more than one segment.
Conclusion and open problems
We have studied the barrier coverage problem for a wireless sensor network when the barrier is a finite line segment. In addition to investigating trade-offs and algorithms with improved running time, the following problems are worth investigating and exploring further. First of all for the case of a line segment, considering (a) the problem of barrier k coverage, whereby each intruder should be detected by at least k different sensors, for some fixed k ≥ 1, (b) the possibility that there are specified zones which do not need (or are not allowed) to be covered by sensors. Another class of problems concerns extensions to higher dimensions. Note that the two dimensional version of the problem is wide open. More specifically it is worth considering the class of problems for other more general geometric barriers, e.g., circular barriers, convex barriers and more generally boundaries of simplex polygons. It is also worth considering other types of sensor movements, e.g., the movement of the sensors towards the globally optimal position on the circular barrier may proceed through the interior of the circle as opposed to only moving on the perimeter. Finally it is worth exploring the case where the relative sensor ranges are bounded, e.g., b ≤ ri r(Sj ) ≤ B, for all sensors S i , S j , for some constants b, B independent of the number of sensors n. The complexity of the general MinMax problem should be answered as well.
